QuickPitchTM USA

Product Overview

Fig 1

PRIOR TO USE
▲

Before using your QuickPitch Tent check that it is
complete and free from any defects.

▲

We strongly recommend you erect your QuickPitch
Tent before going camping to familiarise yourself with
the pitching of your QuickPitch Tent.

▲

We also recommend you weather the Tent by
hosing it thoroughly checking for any seam leakage.

▲

Please note and fully understand that no Tent can
be totally guaranteed 100% waterproof!
While the material of your Tent is waterproof,
certain weather conditions such as high winds
and driven rain can sometimes cause slight leakage
through the seamed and zipped areas. We
recommend that prior to use you apply seam
sealant to the outer seams of the flysheet. This will
give your Tent added protection from the outside
elements. Note, some discolouration may occur
when seam sealant is applied.

USING YOUR QUICKPITCH TENT
▲

Choose a site that is stone or sharp object free.

▲

Avoid pitching near trees.

▲

Fully read the fire precaution label attached to
the carrying case of your QuickPitch Tent.

▲

In high humidity, condensation can form on the
inner side of your Tent.
Do not confuse this with leaking. We recommend
that as many ventilation points, including partial
opening of doors and windows are left open,
subject to weather conditions wherever possible.

General Advice:
Be cautious when removing the QuickPitch
Tent from its bag and remove the elastic strap
- the tent is spring loaded and forms
immediately in front of you!

How to pop open the tent

Å

Remove elastic strap
and throw away.
Stake guyline
as necessary.

It is recommended that you open and
re-pack the tent before using it for the
first time so you become familiar with the
packing process.

PITCHING (See Diagrams)

Stake to ground

Ç

Prior to packing, always clean off mud and grass.

▲

If possible pack your QuickPitch Tent when it is dry.

▲

Do not store your QuickPitch Tent wet as mildew can
form on the inside and rust can form on steel pegs and
poles, always dry and clean these items prior to
storage.

▲

Store in dry, ventilated conditions.

SECURITY
▲

Gelert Ltd., SpotWiki, Inc., or any reseller cannot be held
responsible for loss or damage to personal belongings or
equipment as a result of theft or adverse weather conditions.

▲

Any measurements shown are approximate.

▲

Open carry case and remove tent.

▲

Find a clear space, hold the tent securely
and remove strap. Release and toss the
tent away from the body allowing room for
it to pop open. (Fig 1)

▲

Stake the tent using all stake points and
guylines.

Packing Instructions

1.

3.

4.

PACKING

Pull the two top pole hoops
together in the center of
the tent ensure the door is
open to release excess air.

Holding the two top pole
hoops together bring the
rear pole hoop up to the
centre. allow all excess air
to be pushed out.

Bring the front pole hoops
up to the centre. All 2 pole
hoops should now be held
together.

AFTER USE CARE
▲

Children should pitch tent under adult
supervision.

5.

6.

7.

Still holding the poles
together stand the tent up
on one end. Ensure that
the end with the elasticated
strap is at the bottom (on
the floor).
8.

▲

See details. ( Fig 2) and follow steps.

▲

Ensure that the elastic strap is securely in
place before packing into the carry case.

▲

É

See the video at www.spotbrands.com

SAFETY
9.

▲

While in use always ensure that both
the front and rear vents are open to
allow for adequate air ﬂow.

▲

This tent complies with the requirements
of CPAI-84.

POINT
HERE

Hold the four pole hoops together with one hand. Take hold of the furthest point of the top
loop with your other hand. Bring the top point down in an arc to the floor then tuck the
front point into the rest of the tent. Apply gentle pressure to hold in place. Divide the four
poles, get two in each hand. Lay the poles in one hand fﬂat onto the loop on the floor.

The second loop can then
be folded over the previous
loop. This should create
four hoops on top of each
other.

QuickPitch is a trademark of SpotWiki, Inc. and is marketed in the U.S. and
Canada by SpotBrands.com.

Use the elasticated strap
to secure all of the hoops
together in a circle. The tent
can now be put back into
the bag.

PLEASE NOTE
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A HAMMER BE
USED TO STAKE OUT YOUR TENT AND THAT
IT IS FULLY GUYED AT ALL TIMES
FOR STABILITY IN WINDY CONDITIONS.

WARNING: Do NOT use stoves, heaters or lanterns that use
combustable fuel (gas- propane-meths) inside your tent.
Do NOT use any open flames, under any circumstances.

